Presented below are water quality standards that are in effect for Clean
Water Act purposes.
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Act purposes.
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INTRODUCTION
Backmound
Chapter NR 103 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code became effective on August 1, 1991, establishing
water quality standards for wetlands. In accordance with s. 144.025 (2)(b), Wis. Stats and s. NR
103.01(2), “water quality standards are intended to protect public rights and interest, public health and
welfare and the present and prospective uses of all waters of the state for public and private water
supplies, propagation of fish and other aquatic life and wild and domestic animals, preservation of natural
flora and fauna, domestic and recreational uses, and agricultural, commercial, industrial and c+er L’
These water quality standardsare specific to wetland ecosystems.
The NR 103 Wetland Water Quality Standardsserve as a basisfor Department of Natural Resources
(DNR) decisionsin regulatory, permitting, planning or funding activities that affect wetlands. These
standardscontribute to the protection of the functions and values of wetlands including biological
diversity and wildlife habitat, sedimentand pollution attenuation, storm and flood water retention,
hydrologic cycle maintenance,shorelineprotection, and human usessuch as recreation and education.
This document provides information on the background of the rule and guidancefor its implementation.
Consistentapplication of NR 103 on a statewidebasiswill contribute to the protection and preservation of
the state’s important wetland resources.

What are Water Oualitv Standards for WetlancJs:
Water quality standardsconsist of designatedusesand criteria necessaryto protect those usesin the
waters of the state. “Waters of the state” are defined in s. 144.01 (19), Wis. Stats., as:
. ..those portions of IAre Michigan and Lake Superior within the boundariesof Wisconsin, and
all lakes, bays, rivers, streams,springs, ponds, wells, impounding resemoirs, marshes,
watercourses, drainage systems,and other surface and ground water, natural or artificial, public
or private, within the state or its jurisdiction.
NR 103 is Water Quality Standardsfor Wetlands. Wetlands are included in the above definition in the
terms “marshes’ (a lay term for “wetland”) and “other surface and ground water”.
The term “wetland” is defined in s. 23.32(l), Wm. Stats., as “.. .an area where water is at, near, or
above the land surface long enough to be capableof supporting aquatic or hydrophytic vegetation and
which has soils indicative of wet conditions.’ This definition includes, but is not limited to, wooded
swamps, floodplain forests, bogs, cedar swamps,fens, shrub carrs, alder thickets, deep and shallow
marshes,sedgemeadows, fresh wet meadows,low prairies, and seasonallyflooded bask
NR 103 sets standardsto “protect, preserve, restore and enhancethe quality of waters in wetlands and
other waters of the state influenced by wetlands.. Water quality criteria are establishedto protect the
functional values of wetlands (discussedin detail later in thii document).
Becauseof the hydrologic and ecological variations within different types of wetlands, it is not feasible to
establishspecific numerical criteria, which is normally the approach in water quality standa&. Instead,
nanative water quality criteria or conditions are establishedto assurethat wetland functions and values
are maintained.

HISTORY

Wisconsin is a state with an abundant supply of natural re.sources. Wetlands were plentiful in presettlement times, making up an estimated ten million of the state’s thirty-five million acres. According to
the Wisconsin Wetland Inventory program, approximately 5.3 million acres of wetlands remain in the
state-- a loss of almost half of the pre-settlement resource.
Wetlands in Wisconsin were historically drained mainly for agricultural use. The federal government
subsidized wetland drainage to create farm land out of what was then considered wasteland. Residential,
commercial and industrial development have also displaced large amages of wetland and continue to be a
major factor in wetland losses.
Only recently have wetlands been recognized as natural resources to be protected. Various state laws
have been enacted to protect the quality of all waters of the state, including some we&&.
Primary
emphasis has been to protect navigable rivers and lakes from the pollution and impacts caused by human
activity, thus preserving and enhancing the use of the water resources for donal,
commercial or
aesthetic interests. Wetlands associated with navigable waters have therefore received some level of
regulation and protection, while isolated wetlands lack comprehensive protection in Wisconsin.
wllv

DeveloD NR 103:

Water quality standards are required for all “waters of the state” under Wisconsin law by Section
144.025(2)(b), Wis. Stats. As discussed previously, we-tlands are included in the definition of waters of
the state.
Section 303 of the Clean Water Act and 40 CFR Part 131 of the Federal Regulations require states to
develop standards for “waters of the United States” subject to review and approval by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA). Federal guidelines include wetlands as “waters of the
united States.”
In 1989, the Natural Resources Board directed the Department to develop water quality standards for
wetlands, reacting partly to a 1981 petition by the Wisconsin Public Intcrvenor’s office requesting that the
Department develop wetland water quality standards to serve as a basis for water quality certification
decisions under section 47 of the Clean Water Act. Also, USEPA has established program guidance
calling for ail states to develop wetland water quality standards by 1993, in order to comply with the
provisions of the Clean Water Act.
NR 103 was developed to create a definitive state process for making de&ions regarding impacts to
wetlands. These decisions come into play in aevexal Department programs, including the water quality
certification process under the federal 404 permitting program.

APPLICABILITY

OF NR 103

NR 103 applies to DNR decisions and activities where a decision on wetland impacts is required. Some
activities that have significant effects on wetlands may fall outside the jurisdiction of the Department, as
established by atate law, and thus not be regulated by the standards found in NR 103. NR 103 does not
apply to other state agencies, unless DNR is involved in a decision.

What nroerams

are affected bv NR 103t

NR 103 is not a permitting program. The rule establishes water quality standards for all wetlands of the
state. These are statewide and DNR program-wide standards for review of projects affecting wetlands.
The standards must be applied where a specific activity requires authorization or reauthorization after the
effective date of the rule (August 1, 1991).
The standards include a review process for addressing projects that may affect wetlands. “All Department
regulatory, planning, resource management, liaison and financial aid determinations that affect wetlands...
and which are subject to the requirements of statute or rule requiring a Department determination
concerning effects on water quality or wetlands” must comply with the NR 103 process and standards
(s. NR 103.06).
In many cases,coordination with other Department programsis essential. Certain activities may not
require review under NR 103 for one aspectof a project, while other aspectsdo. In order to avoid
confusion for applicants, the regulator should considera broad view of what will be required to allow a
project to proceed.
Table 1 lists the types of Department activities that will likely require NR 103 consideration.

TABLE 1: Activities Affected by NR 103
AlR MANAGEMENT
l onstrwtion
permits for major sourcesin non-attainmentareas [s. 144.393 (2)(d), Wis. Stats.]
COMMUNITY ASSISTANCE
*Grants require or can be conditionedfor compliancewith NR 103.
ENDANGERED RE!SOUFKES
@Acquisition.management
and researchin StateNatural Areas includingmasterplansand feasibility studies,
wetland restorations,exotic and problemspeciesplant control, and boardwalksand pedestrianbridges
*Species introduction and management
activities including hydrologic manipulations,islandconstruction.rip.
rapping, and nesting platforms
ENVIRONMENTAL

l Pqaration

ANALYSIS AND REVIEW

of EIS’s and EA’s m
1501
@Reviewof DOT/DNR non-highwaybridge projectsfor ainorts, railroads,and harbor facilities

ENvlRoNTKENTAL LOANS
@Loansadministeredby DNR for wastewatertreatmentprojects[NR 1621
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TABLE

1 (cont’d): Activities Affected by NR 103

FISH MANAGEMENT
*Spring pond dredging
@Fish barriers
l hke or stream alterations
l Species introduction
l Public access development projects
FORESlXY
MANAGEMENT
*Pest control [s. 26.30, Wk. Stats.]
@Access roads for silviculture
*Log aud pulp landing construction
*Logging road stream crossings
l slridding 8nd pre-hauling of forest products
l Dr-y hydrant construction
PARKS AND RECREATION
*New property aquisitkm
*Public 8cce5sdevelopment
*Flowage construction,opendon, msintenanceor abandonment
.Fecilitk constaction (including beaches,picnic areas,campingareas,roads,parking arms, buildings,boat
landings,&ails, specialuseareas,piers, bridges,boa&v&s. overlooks, dnhage fields, and wells)
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
l Feasibility Studiesfor new propertiesor modifiedboundaries
l Mrster Plans for property -gerMat
including the river systemslike the MississippiRiver, the Lower
Wisamsin State Rivenvay, the Chippewa.Turtle, and FlambeauFlowages,and Wild and Scak Rivers
*Pluming, designand canstructionof facilities including roads, trails, and buildings
@Non-DNRroad grants
RESEARCH
@Habitatmaoagemnt researchProjects
@land manipulationprojects
SOLID AND HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT
@All solid waste tilities, except contakrizd storageand incineratorsmust me& wetland locationalcriteria.
(NR SW
*La&ill Related Activities including footprint, surface/subsurface
drainagesystem.borrow sou~cts,land
sprtading, sludgeponds, compostsites [NR 5001
*Power Plant Siting [NR 5OOJ
.Landfill expansions[NR 5001
l hrective actions-SolidWaste m SOO]
l Hazardollswsste facilities siting pnt 6001
l cmwtive actions-HazardousWaste [NR 6001
@Superfundremediation[Applicable or Relevantand Appropriate Requirement(ARAR)]
.Environmmtal Repair F’rognuu (ERR) [cuma tly NR 550, PendingNR 7001
0-g
UndergroundStorageTanks (LUST) [pending NR 7001
.Spills [s. 144.76 and NR 1581
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TABLE 1 (cont’d): Activities Affected by NR 103
WATER

REGULATION

AND ZONING

*Water Quality Certification of proposed federal actions, including permits and licenses [s. 401 and 404 Clean
Water Act. Ch. 147, Wis. Stats., and NR 2991
*Approval of submerged lands Iease [s.24.39(4), Wis. Stats.]
*Approval of barge fleeting areas Is. 30.10, Wis. Stat.]
@Approval of bulkhead lines [s.30.1 l]
opennit for structure in navigable waters [s. 30.12(2)]
*Permit for riprap, sand blanket, fish crib, ford, boat ramp, or boat shelter [s. 30.12 (3)]
@Municipal bridge approval [ss. 30.123 (1)/84.01(23) and TMNS
2071
OPennit for bridge construction [s. 30.1231
l Approval of pier construction or pierhead lines [ss.30.13 and 30.121
l Permit for m&x
water diversion/withdrawal
[s. 30.181
aPermit for waterway enlargements. ponds, grading [S. 30.191
*Permit to change course of stmm [s. 30.1951
l Permit to enclose a stream [s. 30.1961
l Permitlcmtract
to remove bed material [s. 30.201
l ApprovaVMOU for COE disposal sites for Miss. R. dredged material [s. 30.2021
l Issuanw of general permits for c&ah activities [s. 30.2061
*Establishing
water levels and flows [s.31.02]
.Pelmit to constmct a dam [ss. 31.05 and 061
Approkl
of plans for a dam [s. 31.123
*Permit to raise/enlarge a dam [s. 31.131
*Order approving modification/alteration
of a dam [s. 31.181
*Permit to transfer oumrshipkbandcm
a dam [s. 31.1851
l Permita for dams on non-navigable streams [s. 31.331
@Grants to n@rlremove
dams [s. 31.3851
l Appmvsl of DNR projects that would require permits/approvals for non-DNR applicants W.C. 3565.1]

l

WATER RESOURCE!3

MANAGEMENT
*Basin plans [NR 1211
*Remedial action plans [Clean Water Act, Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement]
l Sewer service area plans INR 1211
l BMPs/priority watersheds m 1201
l Deteaticm basins pJR no]
.Strcambnnk
eaaemalts pm 1201
*Lake Protahm
and Wetland mtoration
gram [s. 144.254, Wis. Stats.]
l WPDES permit limit calculations [Ch. 147, Wis. Stats.]
@Remedial demomtmtioo
projects
l Mtitorixig projects
l FERC projects
l Surfaoe water classification
l Power plant siting
.Superfund
dischargai
@Aquatic plant management [NR 1071
.Stofmwater
limits [cll. 147, wis. Stats.]
l water Quality standards pIR 102 - 1061

TABLE 1 (cont’d): Activities Affected by NR 103
WASTEWATER
MANAGEMENT
l WPDES Permits
*Plan and Spec Approvals
@Sludge Management
@Facilities Plan Approvals
WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT
aBeaver abatement
aDike construction
aCreation of ditches
*Plan and construct potholes
Wonatmction of habitat development projects including nesting structures, cookie cutters. and flowages
l Reintroduction of aquatic plants
*Water level manipulation
@Dike repair
*Maintenance dredging
aBoat nlmp lMintenauce
*Rough fish control activities
aEmergency spillway maintenance
l Maintenance of shallow lakes and bays
l Pmple loosestn ‘fe control

&-e there anv activities where NR 103 does not aodv?
Some activities have been exempted in the rule (NR 103.06). Exemptions from NR 103 include:
1. Local Shoreland-Wetland

Zoning Decisions.

Chapter NR 115 requires counties to adopt zoning ordinances for the regulation of wetlands in the
shoreland zone for unincorp-*rated areas. Chapter lUR 117 requires similar ordinances for villages and
cities. The shoreland zone is defined as those areas located within loo0 feet of the ordinary high water
mark (OHWhI) of a navigable pond, lake, or flowage or within 300 feet of the OHWM of a navigable
river or stream (or to the landward side of the floodplain, whichever is great@. The state administrative
codes require regulation of all wetlands, or portions of wetlands, located within the shoreland zone that
are greater than 5 acres in size and are shown on final adopted Wisconsin Wetland Inventory maps. Local
orciinances may le more restrictive than the state requirements. Some municipalities presently regu1at.c all
shoreland we&
!s 2 acres or more in size. The shorelandketland
zoning ordinances include a number of
permitted and r hib.ted uses.
2. Metallic mir

ii

ospecting and metallic mining projects.

Specific legisla
due to metallic
considering imy
adminktrative c
environmental 1
functions and v

3 tl it regulates mining in the state addresses the concerns for direct impacts to wetlands
ntr 8 activities. Chapters NR 131 and NR 132 set forth specific requirements for
ts .’ wetlands from these types of activities. The metallic mining laws and
es 7xre developed through a consensus process involving government officials,
up :qzesentatives, and mining interests. Evaluations of alternativts and wetland
es associated with a project ate required. The codes also set forth provisions for when
6

mining activities may have adverse impacts on wetlands and still be permitted.
the practicable alternatives test in NR 103.

This provision is similar lo

3. Activities exempt from regulation under state and federal law.
Again, if the Department has no specific jurisdiction over an activity, NR 103 does not apply. For
example, certain agricultural activities are specifically exempt from permit requirements under Chapter 30
of the state statutes and Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.
4. DNR/DOT

Liaison Agreement

Section 30.12 (4) of the state statutes set forth procedures under which a liaison agreement was entered
into between the Departments of Natural Resources and Transportation for addressing wetland concerns
for state highway projects. The liaison agreement between the two agencies sets forth specific
requirements for dealing with wetland impacts. The DOT is exempt from any permit requirements but
must meet the substantiverequirementsof certain regulations, including the NR 103 standards.

NR 103 suwrsede NR 1.92
NR 1.95 was promulgatedin 1978 to establishthe Department policy on wetlandspreservation, protection
and management. The rule setsforth the policy of the Natural ResourcesBoard that “wetlands shall be
preserved, protected, and managedto maintain, enhanceor restore their values in the human
environment. ” The rule requiresthat impactsto wetlands be consideredin all Department regulatory and
managementactions. NR 1.95 also includesa listing of wetland functions and values.
Section NR 103.05(2) specifically covers this issueof supersedence.This section statesthat “whenever
the procedures[of NR 1031are applicableto an activity, they shall supersedethe regulatory provisions of
s. NR 1.95 (S).” NR 103 is very similar to NR 1.95, but createsa specifiedprocessfor decision making.
NR 1.95 is still applicable to DNR decisionswhere no formal NR 103 decisionis required. The older
rule can still be used as a reference for the Department’spolicy on protecting wetland functional WIU~S.

THE NR 103 DECISION PROCESS
The NR 103 processestablishessoundproject planning by requiring that project proponentsconsider
alternatives that avoid wetland impacts. If wetlandsmust be affected, it must be shown that there are no
significant adverse impacts lo the wetland functional values.
Figure 1 outlines the processfor making decisionsunder NR 103. The burden of proof is on the
applicant/sponsor to show compliance with the standards. Therefore, much of the De- artment’s
involvement will be through the review of applicant and c.onsultantderived information a
documentation.
Early meetingsshould occur to ensureproper documentationand to head off projects tha ill not comply
with NR 103. In fact, section NR 103.08 specifically requiresthe Department, when ru ,sted, to meet
with project proponents (applicantsand/or consultants)and other interestedparties to disc s potential for
compliance with the standardsearly in project planning.

FIGURE

STKP 1.

1: THE NR 103 DECISION

WILL

TFKE ~OJECT

PROCESS

AFFECT A WETLAND?

Will there be any
direct or indirect effects?

No:

Yes: Pmaxdtostep2.

You neednot continue
with the NR 103 process.

STEP 2. Is THE PROPOSED Acmm

W~ZAND

DEPENDENT?

Does it require a wetland location
to fulfill its basic purpose?
Yes:

No:

Proceedtostt?p4.

ProccedtoStep3.

STEP 3. DOES APRACTICABLEALTERNATTVE

EXIST?

Is there an affordable, available option
which will not ham wetlands or cause other
significant harm to the environmeat?

Yes:

NR 103 standards are not met.
Your project cannot be approved.

No:

Procedtostep4.

STEPS. WILLTHEPROJECTFIAVESIGNIFICA~
ADVERSEIMPACISONWET'LANDRJNCITONALVALUES?
After considering alternatives to avoid and/or minim&
impacts and other factors listed in NR 103.08 (3) (b to f),
will there he a significmt adverse impact upon wetlands,
water quality, or other significant ankmmeatal
consequences?

Yes:

No:

NR 103 standards are not met.
Your project cannot be approved.
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NR 103 standa& UC met.
Your project is in compliance with
wetland water quay
standards.

What are the snecilic stens reauired in the NR 103

process:

The following is a step-by-step explanation of the NFt 103 process.
each of the steps.

Important issues are addressed for

0 SlJZP 1: Will the activity nffect wetlands?
A. What is a wetland?
As discussed above, the term “wetland”

is defined in section 23.32, Wis. Stats., as:

. ..an area where water is at, near or above the land surface long enough to be capable of
supporting aquatic or hydrophytic vegetation and which has soils indicative of wet
CCUlditiOllS.

This definition was established to guide the Wisconsin Wetland Inventory (wwr)
mappin pm:term wetland describes an area where hydrology, vegetation and soils interact to form a unique
community of plants and animals.

- :

Due to variability of climatic and geologic conditions, many different types of wetlands can be found in
Wisconsin, ranging from bogs to marshes to lowland hardwood swamps. NR 103 applies to all
wetlands of the state, regardless of size and quality. ‘Ihis is important to note since the WWI only
maps and classifies wetlands down to 5 or 2 acres, dependiig on the county. The inventory also utilizes
Point symbols to denote we&rids smaller that 2 acrea, but not all small weUands are included on the
maps. NR 103 applies to all wetlands in the state, regardless if they are designated on WWI maps or
llat.
The 1989 Federal Manual for Identifvine and Delineatintr Jurisdictional Wetlands established a
scientifically sound methodology for delineation of wetland areas based on the three criteria of hydrology,
vegetation, and soils. This manual provides an excellent scientific finmework for making wetland
determinations, however the state definition is more inclusive than the federal approach, eape4zUy in
assessing wetland soils. The federal methodology requires that a wetland meet the hydric soil criterion,
whereas the state definition allows for somewhat poorly drained, poorly drained, and very poorly drained
soils to qualify as wetland soils. The presence of a predominance of hydrophytic vegetation may also be
used as evidence of wetland hydrology necessary to meet the state definition.

B. What does “affect”

mean?

Wetlads can be affected directly by tilling, draining, dredging, mowing, and plowing, or indirectly by
altering the watershed or changing the wetland’s hydrology. NR 103 requires that an activity avoid
wetland impacts if possible or practicable.
Acaxding to the federal NEPA regulations (40 CPR 1508.8), ‘effects include: a) Direct effects which are
awed by the action and occur at the same time and place [and] b) Indirect effects, which are caused by
the action and are later in time or farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable.’
Activities which result in chemical and physical changes to the wetland can cause changes in water
clarity, color, odor, and taste. These alterations can clinGate, reduce, or change populations of aquatic
organisms and impact water for human consumption, ruzation and aesthetics. Nutrient and organic
matter inputs can result in an increase in biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) which can cause reduced
dissolved oxygen (DO) levels. This affects the survival of aquatic organisms and may lead to increases
in nuisance aquatic vegetation such as algae which may cause adverse health effects and other changes.

9

Activities which result in increases in suspended particulates can reduce water clarity which can affect
plant growth and may reduce or eliminate feeding by sight-feeding organisms. Suspended materials may
react with dissolved oxygen (DO) and reduce or deplete the oxygen in the water column. Toxic materials
and pathogens which are adsorbed or absorbed on particulates may become biologically available. Turbid
water conditions within wetlands can adversely impact aesthetics and change pidnt spe-ies cou+snion.
Water current changes can result in changes in location, structure and dynamics of aquatic communities.
They can also affect shoreline and substrate erosion and deposition rates, deposition of suspended
particulates, the rate and extent of mixing of dissolved and suspended components of the wetland and
water stratification.
Activities which change the natural water fluctuation patterns (referred to as the hydroperiod) within a
wetland, either by exaggerating the highs and lows or by eliminating natural fluctuation patterns can alter
erosion and sedimentation rates, aggravate water temperature extremes and upset the nutrient and DO
balance of the aquatic ecosystem. Also, changes to hydrology can destroy communities and populations of
aquatic organisms, modify habitat, reduce the food supply, restrict the movement of aquatic fauna, destroy
spawning areas, and change the plant and animal character of adjacent, upstream and downstream areas.
Some project proponents may propose artificially supplementing surface water flows to maintain wetland
hydrology and therefore avoid “affecting” a wetland. It may be argued that such a proposal would avoid
the need of going through the NR 103 process. Engineering the hydrology or similar measures are
strategies for minimizing impacts to wetlands and should be considered later during the “review other
factors” portion of the review process during STEP 4. Alternatives that avoid wetland impacts altogether
are preferred over alternatives where wetland impacts are minimized through engineering.
A simple method for determining if a project does not need to be evaluated under NR 103 (i.e. a showing
that there will be no affect on wetlands) involves the delineation of the subject wetland’s primary drainage
basin. For most activities, if the proposal will avoid any work within the topographic drainage basin, it
can be concluded that no effect to wetlands will occur. This does not mean that any project located in the
drainage basin will definitely affect a wetland. A project proponent may show that the activity will not
have a measurable affect on the hydrology of a wetland through hydrologic budget, run-off and
groundwater calculations. The Department may determine that there is no potential for effects to wetlands
due to the type of project, size of project activity, distance to wetlands or other conditions,
As with other aspects of the NR 103 process, decisions on what constitutes an effect on the wetland will
need to be dekrmined Z;J ‘be Department on a case-by-case basis.
STEP 1 CONCLUSION:
IF THE ACTIVITY MAY AFFECT WETLANDS,
NO EFFECT ON WETLANDS,
THEN NR 103 DOES NOT APPLY.
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PROCEED

TO STEP 2. IF

l

STEP 2: Is the activity wetland dependent?

A. What does “wetland dependent” mean?
“Wetland dependency” is defined in sectionNR 103.07(2) and means“the activity is of a nature that
requires location in or adjacentto .. . wetlands to fulfill its basic purpose.”
B. What is the difference between “wetland dependent”and “water dependent”?
For the purposesof NR 103, WATER DEPENDENT = WElTAND

DEPENDENT.

The “Definitions” section of the rule (NR 103.07) includesboth terms-- wetland and water dependency.
In order to maintain someconsistencywith federal terminology, as used in the 404 (b)(l) guidelinesthat
were developed by USEPA for administrationof the Section 404 permit program, the term “water
dependent” was also included in NR 103. The federal definition of water dependentconnotesa necessity
to be located in an aquatic site to meet the project’s basic purpose. ‘Ihe state definition of water
dependency is to be usedinterchangeablywith the term wetland dependency.
The key is to remember that the focus of the NR 103 standards is wetlands and thus the
determination section of the rule requires a decision of whether or not the proposed activity must be
located in or adjacent to a wetland to fulfill its basic purpose (NR 103.08 (3)(a)).
C. What is the significance of a decisionthat an activity is wetland dependent?
A de-terminationthat an activity is wetland dependentmeansthat alternatives are consideredas part of
awed other factors in determining the significanceof the project impacts(See STPP 4). If the activity
can be located or configured to avoid wetland impacts, the project should be changedto do so.
Activities that are not wetland dependentneed not be.located in or near wetlands, and thus the pursuit of
akrnatives that avoid adverse wetland impacts muat be more substantial(See STEP 3). For these
projects, the evaluation of alternatives muat occur prior to and independentof the other f&tors listed in
SIEP 4 below, including the significance of the expected impacts.
DepartmentaPffmustbecarefulnottoconfusetheNRl03processwithsimilarprocesses
inthe
program. While the Corps of Engineersdoes not usually require the applicant to provide an evaluation
of practicable alternatives for projects determinedto be water dependent,the DNR will needto consider
practicable alternatives for a wetland dependentproject under NR 103 (See STEP 4).
D. Does the Department have a definitive list of wetland dependentactivities?
No. The determination of wetland dependencymust be madeon a case-by-casebasiswith the focus
beiig on the overall project purpose.
The evaluator must look at each caseon its own merits. It may be that certain portions of a large project
will be wetland dependent. Such a determination would not make the entire project wetland dependent.
Certain projects are very site specific activities (e.g. remediationof a contaminatedwetland) and thus
would be consideredwetland dependent. Other examplesof activities that may be consideredwetland
dependentactivities under certain citcumstanceainclude aquatic plant managementactions, construction of
bridge abutmentsthrough a wetland, and construction of a brmdwak through a wetland for educational
purposesSTEP 2 CONCLUSION: IF THE ACTIVITY IS WEILAND DEPENDENT, PROCEED TO SIEI’ 4.
ISNOTWETLANDDEPENDENTTHENPROCEEDTOSTEP3FORAPULL
IFTHEACIWITY
ANALYSIS OF PRACI’ICABLE ALTPRNATIVES.
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STEP 3: Are there practicable

alternatives

A. What is the definition of “practicable”

that avoid wetland

impacts?

?

The term “practicable alternative” is defined in NR 103.07(l) and means an alternative that is “available
and capable of being implemented after taking into consideration cost, available technology and logistics in
light of overall project purpose.” As with the definition of wetland dependency, this term was adapted
from the federal 404(b)(l) guidelines. Federal case law related to the 404 program has provided some
standards for considering practicable alternatives.
In order to make federal and state wetland regulatory
programs as consistent as possible, the Department has decided to follow appropriate Wisconsin and
Federa! case law on wetland regulation.
B. How does the Department decide if an alternative is practicable?
The practicable alternatives teat is a key element of the NR 103 process. The need for sound planning up
front should be strongly emphasized early in the project development process. Alternatives that avoid
wetland impacts should be considered early in the project planning. Early consultation with Department
staff should be encouraged to discuss potential for compliance with NR 103 requirements (NR 103.08 (1)).
Practicability of alternatives must be defined in the context of the specific activity proposed Due to the
large variety in the types of projects that are affected by NR 103, it is difficult to derive specific criteria
for an alternatives analysis. Each Department program may want to develop guidance for the practicable
alternatives review. The NR 103 Citizens Technical Advisory Committee is currently preparing
information regarding practicability of alternatives for specific project types.
The burden of proof is on the applicant to show that no practicable a!temative exists that will not
adversely impact wetlands. Department review of documentation will need to employ some element of
best professiona! judgement based on staff knowledge of the types of projects, associated technological
constraints, cost considerations, and the loca! availability of alternative sites. For complex projects, staff
may need to rely on special consultant resources to help determine the viability of certain alternatives.
Figure 2 is an attachment that is sent to Corps of Engineers permit applicants and sets forth a suggested
outline for evaluating alternatives.
At a minimum, the Department should require and receive a letter, or
preferably a report format, that addresses practicable alternatives. The applicant’s report should state the
project purpose, determine the wetland dependency of the activity, list alternatives considered, evaluate the
alternatives based on costs, logistics and technology, and justify the selectedoption. The report should be
substantialenough to show that if the selectedalternative wil! impact a wetland, no practicable alternative
exists that would avoid wetlands. If a project proponent is not able to provide sufficient information, the
application for the activity may be denied.
It is important to rememberthat the practicable alternative test includesthe evaluation of costs, logistics
and technology. nerefore, even if an upland site is available, other factors may make the alternative not
practicable. A wide array of argumentscan be expected and applicantsshould be encouragedto put forth
al! viable explanations and issuessurrounding the practicability of various alternatives. Department staff
may need to suggestcertain alternatives for considerationbasedon staff knowledge of a particular
area.

3 CONCLUSION: IF NO PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVE EXISTS, PROCEED TO STEP 4. IF
THERE IS A PRACTICABLE ALTERNATIVE, THEN COMPLIANCE WlTH NR 103 IS NOT
ACHIEVED.
STEP
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FIGURE

2: INFORMATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS
FOR PRACTICABLE
ALTERNATIVES
ANALYSIS UNDER NR 103

I. Detailed Outline of the Background of Project
A. Describethe purposeand needfor project.

B. Is your project an expansionof existing work or is it new construction?
C. When did you SM to developP plan for your project?
D. Explain why the project mustbe locatedin or adjacat to wetlands.
II. Alternatives (Your analysisshouldaddressthe following questions.)
A. How could you satisfy your needsin ways which do not affect wetlands?
B. How could the project be redesignedto fit the site without affecting wetlands?
C. How could the project be madesmallerand still mbetyour nezds?
D.WJ~othersiteswereconsidercd?
1. What geographicalarea was searchedfor alternative sites?
2. How did YOU de&mine whetherother non-wetlandsitesare availablefor develop-t

in the area?

3. In recent years, have you soldor leasedany landslocatedwithin the vicinity of the project?
If so, why were they unsuitablefor the project?
E. What are the cxmseqmw of not building the project?
III. compiuiscmof Alternatives
A. How do the costscomparefor the alternativesconsideredin II above?
B. Are there logistical(Iocation. access,trunsportation,etc.) reasonsthat limit the alternatives
considered?
C. Are there technologicallimitationsfor the alternativesconsidered?
D. An there other rasons catain alterna&s are not feasible?
IV. If you have not choseaan lttemative which 1 )uld avoid wetlandimpacts,~plti
A. why your alternative w8s selected,8 d
B. What you plan to do to minimize ad
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l SX’EP 4: Considering
several factors, will the activity have significant adverse impacts on
wetland functional values or other signifkant adverse environmental consequences?

A. What other factors need to be reviewed?
Section NR 103.08 (4)(b) requires that several factors be considered in making the determination
concerning significance of impacts. These factors include: practicable alternatives to the proposal that
will avoid and/or minimize impacts to the wetland; impacts to the wetland standards (functional values);
cumulative and secondary impacts; and adverse impacts to areas of special natural resource interest.
B. Why consider practicable alternatives at this stage of the process?
This factor is very important for review of wetland dependent activities, as described in Step 2 above.
Even if a project must be located in or adjacent to a wetland, there may be available alternatives to avoid
the impacts. Altematives to avoid or minimize impacts should be considered for all projects at this stage.
Beconfiguration of the project, erosion control measures, slope restrictions, etc. may be required in order
for the Department to conclude that no significant adverse impacts to wetland functional values will
occur.
C. What are the functional values of wetlands?
Functions and values are the physical, chemical and biological attributes of a wetland and the associated
benefits which wetlands provide to humans and the natural environment. As presented in section NB
103.03 (1) of the rule, wetlands are recognixed for performing the following water quality related
services and values:
1. Storm/flood

water storage and retention and moderation of water level fluctuation extremes:

Peak flows from ground and surface water can be detained as they travel down slope and through
wetlands. When several wetland basins perform this function within a watershed, they can individualiy
release water gradually, causing a staggered or modemted discharge which reduces flood peaks. In
studies throughout the state, flood flows are significantly lower in basins with substantial lake and
wetland area than in basii with no lake and wetland area. This function provides a dii
benefit to the
public by reducing the need for structural flood controls such as dikes and levees and by reducing costly
flood damage.
2. HydrologL %c+ions including maintenance of dry season stream flow, the discharge of
groundwater to a wetland, the recharge of groundwater from a wetland to another atea and the
flow of groundwater through a wetland:
Groundwater recharge is the process by which surface water moves into the groundwater system.
Although recharge usually occurs in the higher parts of the lamkape, some wetlands can provide a
valuable service of replenishing groundwater supplies. Groundwater discharge, which more commonly
ouxm in wetlands, can he important for stabilixing stream flows, especially during dry months. This
results in an enhancement of the fish and aquatic life communities in the downs&am areas.
3. Filtration or storage of sediments, nutrients or toxic substances that would othetwise
adversely impact the quality of other waters of the state:
Wetlands can store or filter nutrients, such as phosphorus and nitrogen, which would otherwise flow into
other ground or surface waters or wetlands. Wetlands can store the nutrients on a short term withii
dand
piants or a long term basis in sediments or peats. Even the short term storage of BUtkItS
is
beneficial as downs&am waters may be highly sensitive to nutrients at the tune of year that the wetland
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is storing them. Also, wetlands can transform nitrogen to its gaseous state (denitrification), thereby
removing it from the aquatic environment. Sediient storage often occurs in wetlands because of their
low slope and flow characteristics (water retention capacity). Many toxic substances can also be stored
or transformed to a less toxic state within wetland sediments.
Although a very important function of wetlands, the use of wetlands to filter or store sediments or
nutrients for an extended period of time will result in changes to the wetland. Sediients will eventually
Eli in wetlands and nutrients will eventually modify the vegetation. Such changes may result in the loss
of this function over time.
Conditions that allow a wetland to perform this functions can also be conditions that allow for serious
impact to the system. For example, a riverine wetland that is downslope from a corn field is likely
providing a significant water quality function as the wetland slows run-off waters and allows settling and
uptake of nutrients before the materials can get to the surface water system. However, too much run-off
can change the plant community and excess nutrients can affect the productivity of the system.
An evaluator of the functional value of a wetland for water quality purposes must consider the line
between performing the function and being overloaded and thus adversely impacted.
4. Shoreline protection against erosion through the dissipation of wave energy and water velocity
and anchoring of sediments:
Wetland vegetation can hold soil particles and reduce wave energy. Benefits include the protection of
habitat, buildings, other structures, and land which may otherwise be lost to erosion. Also, a wetland
which reduces erosion also reduces sedimentation to nearby waterwaya.
If the waterway is a navigational
channel, the reduction in sedimentation am reduce the frequency of dredging the channel.
5. Habitat for aquatic organisms in the food web including, but not limited to, fish, amphibii,
B,
mollusks, insects, annelids, planktonic organisms and the plants and animals upon
which they feed and depend for their needs in all life stages:
Wetlands provide food and habitat for a tremendous variety of biota which in turn supports speck of fish
and other organisms. Most freshwater fish requite shallow water for a part of their life cycle. Benefits
include providing support for fish species which are important for both the sport and commercial fishing
industries.
6. Habitat for resident and transient wildlife species, including mammals, birds, reptiles and
amphibians for breeding, testing, nesting, escape cover, travel corridors and food:
Wildlife species may depend upon wetland habitats for their entire life cycle, as with most amphibii,
waterfowl and muskrats, or they may rely upon wetlands to provide habitat needs during only a part of
their life stage. RecreaGon such as bii watching and hunting are dependent upon a wetktd’s
abiity to
provide habitat for wildlife species.
7. Rcaeational,

cultural, educational, scientific, and natural aesthetic values and uses:

Wetlands provide areas for many forms of rrcreatiott including
photography, hunting, fishing and canoeing. Wetlands provide
opportunities because of their unique eombiion
of ternstrial
processes. Many species of endangered and threatened specia
important for their cultural and historical values.
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nature obaervaGon, hiking, big,
skiing,
educational and scientific reaear&
and aquatic life and physicalkhemical
are found in w&t&.
Wetlands are also

D. What are the criteria for the standards?
If a wetland is to continue to perform the above functions, certain water quality and quantity criteria or
conditions must be met and are established in the rule. The criteria are qualitative standards for the
discharge of materials, the protection of hydrologic conditions and the protection of habitat and are set
forth in section NR 103.03 (2).
The criteria require that the following
adverse impacts to wetlands”:

“may not be present in amounts which may cause significant

1. Liquids, fills or other solids or gas;
2. Floating or submerged debris, oil or other material;
3. Materials producing color, odor, taste or unsightliness;
4. Concentrations or combinations of stubstances which are toxic or harmful to human, animal or
plant life when considered individually or cumulatively.
The criteria also establish standards for maintaining hydrologic conditions (NR 103.03 (2)(e)). Significant
adverse impacts must be prevented for the following parameters: water currents; erosion or sedimentation
patterns; water temperature; the chemical, nutrient and dissolved oxygen regimes; movement of aquatic
fauna; pH; and water levels or elevations.
Further, the criteria state that existing habitats and populations of wetland animals and vegetation shall be
maintained by protecting food supplies and rqxmductive and nursery areas and preventing conditions
conducive to the establishment of nuisance organisms (NR 103.03 (2)(f)).
E. What techniques are available and acceptable for evaluating wetland functional values and the project
illpC%S?
The rule lists examples of several wetland evaluation methodologies that have widespread acc+am~.
These methodologies range from simple rapid assessments to more sophisticated computer driven models.
While the level of work required will likely be dictated by the scope of the project, it is beat to use the
DNR Rapid Assessment Methodology in most cases due to the complexities and time involved with using
other techniques.
The following is a brief description of the methodologies listed in NR 103. Note that the list is not
comprehensive, and any method that covers all wetland functions and values listed in NR 103, and
appropriate to the subject wetland, can be employed. For the moat part, the Department will be
reviewing reports prepared by consultants using the approved methodologies.
1. Wk~nsin
DNR Rapid Assessment Methodology- An earlier version called the Wetland
Evaluation Questionnaire or WEQUEST has been updated. Both are field checkhsts that require
the investigator to focus on important indicator attributes of the wetland and watershed. Positive
responses to checklist questions indicate a greater significance for that wetland Uilhng
a given
function. The method can also be used as a good aummary of a site visit.
2. Wetland Evaluation Technique
WEI’ 2, the Adamus Method, or
sophisticated methodology that is
model evaluates wetland functions

(FHWA/COE)‘Ihis methodology is also refkrred to m WET,
the Federal Highway MmiaistrPtion Method. This is a fairly
nationally applicable and can be completed on a computer. The
and values on opportunity to fulfill a certain function;
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effectivene~.~ of the wetland to fulfill a given function based on its physical, chemical, and
biological chatacteristics; and the social significance of the function.
The Corps of Engineers has begun an extended effort to develop a new methodology to replace
WET.
3. Wisconsin Wetland Evaluation Methodology- This method is a shortened and modified
version of WET 2, that was refined to address Wisconsin wetland types and conditions. As with
the above, the Wisconsin WEM evaluates opportunity, effectiveness and social significance.
4. HollandsMageeAlso referred to as the IEP or IEFVNormandeau methodology, this
evaluaticm technique uses a condition weighted model to evaluate functions and values. The
output is a numerical scoring and comparison to minimize/maximize model values. It can easily
beadaptedtospreadsheetuse.
5. Minnesota Wetland Evaluation Methodology for the North Centtal United Smt~ - ‘_‘,..
method is also know as the Minnesota WEM and was de~loped as a regionalixed version of
WEI 2. WDNR was involved early in the development of the methodology. This method is
very similar to the Wisconsin WEh4 described in #3 above.
F. How does one determine if an impact is significant?
This term will necessarily be defined on a case-by-case basis. The term “significant impacts” is not new
and has beea the basis for many analyses under the Witconsin Environmental Policy Act (WEPA),
shot&ml-wetland
zoning, Chapter 30 water regulations, and federal environmental regulatory programs
(including National Environmental Policy Act (N’EF’A) procedures).
NR 150, the Wisconsin Administrative Code for the WEPA program, detinea “significant effects” as
“considerable and important impacts...on the quality of the human environment.”
Federal regulations (section 40 CFR 1508.27) state that “rignifiauttly, as used in NEPA, requires
considerationof both context and intensity: a) context...means that the significance of the action must be
analyxed in several contexts such as society as a whole..., the affected region, the affected interests, and
the affected locality. Significance varies with the setting of the proposedaction.... Both short- and longterm effects are relevant. b) Intensity ...refers to the severity of the impact... .Due to the complex nature of wetland ecosystems,the great variety of types and quality of wetlands
throughout the state, and the variable abundanceof wetland resourcesin different regions of the state,
significance of impacts cannot be specifically defined. Rememberthat the burden of proof is on the
applicant to show that no significant adverse impactswill occur. The lleviewer will need to consider all
the above f&ton in his/her determination.
G. What are secondary and cumulative impacts?
It is often difficult to differentiate betweenprimary and secondaryeffects of a project. The requitement
tooonsiderbothdirectpndindirrctimpactswPs~cludedinNR103tofocuothereviewon~po~~
impacts from the project. Activities that are near, but not directly in, wetlnnds may have very significant
secondnryimpacts. Impsdstoo~wwalPDdorportionofaweZlPndmPyhnvefnrrc4chingeffedron
other wetlands and suhce waters. Secondary impacts may also occur over time. For example, filling a
very rmaI1wetland area may allow for future building activities which will lead to m
erosion and
sedimentationof other wetlands nearby. In such a scenario, the actual impacts of the immediateaction
were minor, but the aeeondaty impacts in the future may be significant. Considerationof cumulative
impacts requires evaluating the impacts of the current project in relation to past or reasonably anticipated
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future

NR 150 requires that the Department consider the extent of cumulative effects of reptated
of the same type, or related actions or other activities occurring locally that can be reasonably
anticipated and that would compound impacts.
acti~tts.

actions

Federal regulations (40 CFR 1508.7) define cumulative impact as “the impact on tk environment which
results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonable
foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency... or person undertakes such actions. Cumulative
impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over a period
of time. ”
Again, the evaluator must consider the ramifications of the action beyond the immediate scope of the
proposed project. A very minor till may set precedent for other minor fills in an area, thereby eventually
causing the destruction of scarce habitat in an urbanizing setting.

H. What are areas of special natural resource interest?
Section NR 103.08 lists several areas for which any adverse impacts to
avoided. This list includes wetlands directly associated with:
1) Cold water communities as defined in s. NR 102.04(3)(b),
their tributaries and trout lakes;
2) Lplre Michigan and Superior and the Mississippi

wetlands

should be especially

including all trout streams and

River;

3) State and federal designated wild and scenic rivers, designated state riverways,
designated scenic urban waterways;

and the state

4) Environmentally sensitive areas and environmental corridors identified in arra-wide water
quality management plans, special area management plans (SAMP), special wetland inventory
studies (SWIS), advanced delineation and identification studies (ADJD) and areas designated by
the United States Environmental Protection Agency under s. 404(c), 33 USC 1344(c);
5) Calcareous fens;
6) Habitat used by state or federally designated threatened or endangered species;
7) State parks, forests, trails, and recreation areas;
8) State and federal fish and wildlife refuges and i&h and wildlife management areas;
9) State and federal designated wilderness

areas;

10) Designated or dedicated state natural areas;
11) Wild rice waters as listed in s. NR 19.09; and
12) Any other surface waters identified as outstanding or exceptional resource waters in
ch. NR 102.
If the proposed projeot will have an adverse effect (not neceaskly a significant adverse effect) on a
wetland associated with an area of special natural resource value, this should be a red flag indicating the
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need for very careful Department scrutiny of the project.
that the project must be located as proposed.

The reviewer should strongly pursue the reason

I. What is meant by “other significant adverse environmental consequences”?
This factor is included in the rule to balance concerns about other aspects of the environment outside of
the wetlands. For some projects, the overall environmental good of the project or the potential for
adverse impacts to other important natural resources may outweigh any adverse impacts to a wetland. An
example would he a hazardous waste clean-up where the only altetnative for preventing human health
impacts and/or further damage to the ecosystem may require significant adverse impacts to a wetland.
Such a determination will only be made in very special cases however.
THAT THE PROJECT WILL NOT HAVE
STEP 4 CONCLUSION:
IF IT IS Dm
SIGNIFICANT
ADVERSE IMPACTS TO WETLAND FUNCTIONAL
VALUES OR OTHER
SIGNIFICANT
ADVERSE ENVIRONh4ENTAL
CONSEQUENCES,
COMPLIANCE
WITH NR 103 IS
ACHIEVED.
IF THERE WILL BE SIGNIFICANT
ADVERSE IMPACTS TO WETLAND
FUNCTIONAL
VALUES OR OTHER SIGNIFICANT
ENVIRONh4ENTAL
CONSEQUENCES,
THE
PROPOSAL DOES NOT MEET NR 103 STANDARDS AND CANNOT BE COlvfPLlXED
AS
PROPOSED.

DOCUMENTING
3ow

DECISIONS

..
are NR l~declslons

UNDER

NR 193

handl&

For most Department programs, the NR 103 de&ion will come at the time of a determination that
compliance is not achieved or at the time an authorixation is granted. Such detc . +ions may be
included as a finding of fact and conclusion of law, depending on the program requkements.
The
de&ion should state that the project has been reviewed in accordance with NR 103, Wm. Adm. Code.
The following elementsof NR 103 should be included in any formal finding of fact, as well as supporting
field investigations:

COIvlPLIANCE WITH NR 103case 1: The proposedactivity will not affect wetlands.
crrse2:Theproposedodivitywilloff~wetlands,~eprojectisweZlanddependent,rrndthe
activity will not result in significant adverse impactsto wetland functional values, water quality,
or other significant environmental consequences.
case 3: The proposedactivity will affect wetlands, the project is not wetland dependent, no
Practicable alternative exists, and the activity will not result in significant adverse impactsto
wetland functional values, water quality, or other significant environmental consequences.

NC COMPLIANCE

WlTH NR 103-

case4: The proposedactivity will affect wetlands, the project is wetland dependent,and the
activity will result in significant adverse impactsto wetland functional values, water quality, or
other significant environmental consequences.
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case 5: The proposed activity
will affect wetlands, the project is not wetland dependent, but a
practicable alternative exists that would avoid wetland impacts.
case 6: The proposed activity will affect wetlands, the project is not wetland dependent, no
practicable alternative exists, and the activity will result in significant adverse impacts to wetland
functional values, water quality, or other significant environmental consequences.
The Department may determine that NR 103 standards are not met if the applicant fails to provide
sufficient, required and/or requested information.

What @

riehts are available to adicants?

NR 103 provides the s+&rds
for making decisions regarding wetland impacts within existing
Department regulatory and management programs. The appeals language for a given de&ion will be the
same as employed by each program before NR 103 came into effect. Many of these decisions will have
appad rights under Section 227, Wis. Stats.
TRACKING

NR 103 DECISIONS

In order to assure consistency and to be able to evaluate the losses and gains of wetland acreage statewide, it is important that diligent tracking of decisions take place. All Dcpmtment decisions involving
NR 103 determinations will be tracked using common data elements. Rograms lacking a tracking data
base will need to track information in manual written form. Figures 3 and 4 are examples of forms that
may be used by Department programs for use in tracking NR 103 decision data.
Each program should maintain its own data base of NR 103 decisions. It is envisioned that at some
point, the entire Department will have an automated data&c for tracking wetland decisions.
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FlGURE

I

01 County Code #:

3: SAMPLE

NR 103 TRACKING

FORM

I

02 Project Docket Number:

.

03 Applicant Informtion
NAME:
ADDRESS:
PHmE:
CM Location

Description
(UP

for wetland:
%
--- %,

54, section ,,

T-p-,

RwFL

05 Project Type/Jurisdiction:
06 Will proposed project affect wetlamis?
07 Type of Wetland

(Y or N)

Affected (WWI Classification):

08 Activity Wetland/Water

Dependent?

(I’ or N)

09 Was there a pm&able

&ernative?

(I’ or N)

10 Estimated acres of wethnd
11 Wethd

impmct beneficial

12 c!omplimce
13 ti
14 ouler

impxted
(B). &em

with NR 103 u%kved?

(direct mdhr

indirect):

(A), or signifiantly
(Y or N)

of Da&ion:
commmts:
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rdva&

(SA)?

Xl

01 Bureau/District/County

FIGURE

4: SAMPLE

Code #:

I

NR 103 TRACKING

FORM

#2

I

02 Project Number:
03 Applicant Information
NAME:
ADDRESS:
PHONE:
04 Project Type/Jurisdiction:
05 Will proposed

06 Loath

project affect wetlands?

Descriptionfor wetland:
(%,

07 Type of Wetland

--- %L,

09 Estimpted size of wetland
Wetland

12 Comments

%, section -t

%,

Affected (WWI):

08 Change in WWl classification

10 Activity

(Y or N)

biw2

or not mqped

required?

(Y or N)

affected in acres:

Dependent?

for Pm&able

Township-,

(Y or N)

Altmutives

review

13 Adverse impacts to wetlands of specinl nahual
List the 8ffectcd resource:

resource value expected? (Y or N).

14 Discuss Jmpacts Expecti.

15 Wilt them be Significant
Chwqm~(YorN)?
16 Complimcc

Adverse Impacts to Wethud

with NR 103 &kmd?

19 D&

Values or Other Signifiant

Envircmmatal

(Y or N)

17 We
quality ccztifiation
decision (if applicable):
gmntcd caulitio~Uy,
grimted. or dakd)
18WetlandLussorGainExpecte&

Functioml

+

@Eject

8crcs

or -

of Decision:

20 other cammalts:
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dismissed,

project withdnwn.

pmject modified.

